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Abstract—Embedded Systems are being used for the development and implementation of Safety and Mission Critical Systems. Malfunctions of such type of embedded systems will lead to disasters at times. The embedded systems must be fully secured from outside intervention in order to have effective functioning as well as to provide protective environment to these mission critical systems. Fault injection attacks are one kind of side channel attacks that affect embedded systems by injecting a fault into the system. There are several kinds of Fault injection attacks that can affect the security of the embedded systems. The kind of side channel attacks that can be induced into embedded systems are dependent on the hardware used and the Applications Software implemented on such hardware. There are several attacking systems discussed in the literature each requiring a kind of counter attacking systems. Most of the attacking systems are not supported by experimental setups. Experimental setups are required as many samples of attacks are to be carried and then the attacking system is proved using the output generated by the application of samples. In this paper, an experimental setup is proposed, using which, the Embedded System can be attacked by the usage of several samples of data through conducting the variations in the supply voltages. The experimental set-up explores theconcept of latch up effect for attacking. A safety critical system for monitoring and controlling of the temperatures within nuclear Reactor System is designed and exposed to the attacking experimental setup. The experimental system is tested using the simulation and the experimental results are published.



I.



INTRODUCTION



Today, secure embedded system design remains a field in its infancy in terms of research and pervasive deployment. Although historically, various security issues have been investigated in the context of cryptography, network security and computer security, the challenges imposed by the process of securing emerging environments or networks of embedded systems compel us to take a fresh look at the problem. One of the side channel attacks which is considered as a threat for embedded system is Fault injection attack. Fault injection attack is defined as an attack which requires the injection of some sort of fault during the operation of the target system. Fault injection attacks rely on varying the external parameters and environmental conditions of a system such as the supply voltage, clock, temperature, radiation, etc., to induce faults in its components. Latch-up mechanism as described in [1] is a phenomenon by which faults are injected in to the embedded systems
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through sudden variations in the supply voltage. Any electronic component which involves CMOS technology comprises of different combinations of PNP and NPN transistors. When these are mutually coupled, back to back connection of PNP and NPN transistors results in the formation of a parasitic (PNPN) thyristor. Due to the supply variations, the extra charge induced results in the triggering of a parasitic thyristor. This thyristor develops a low resistance path and a high current between power and ground. If current is not limited, it may lead to the loss of sensitive information or damage to the component. Round reduction as described in [2] is a fault attack on the system which involves reducing the number of rounds of a cryptographic algorithm. This reduction in rounds facilitates the ease of extraction of secret key. In memory cells, the number of rounds required for implementation of secret key algorithm is stored in a variable called round counter variable. This value is known by drawing a graph which represents the current consumption data of the algorithm. This value is decremented to one by introducing a proper application of suitable glitch. As the round counter variable is reduced to one, the process of encryption involves only one round which allows reverse engineering much easier. Optical fault injection attack as discussed in [3] is a method of changing the state of a RAM cell by utilizing the concept of photo electric effect. This change of state depends on the fact that the memory cells are sensitive to light which travels in the form of photons. The current induced by photons can be used to induce faults by flipping the bits (‘1’ to ‘0’ or ‘0’to ‘1’) when exposed to intense light for a brief time period. The Bellcore attack as discussed in [4] is a theoretical active attack that exploits erroneous computations and derives secret keys for various cryptographic protocols .This attack is based on an assumption that it is possible to introduce transient bit flips during computation of secret key thus causing an erroneous output. This output facilitates the ease of derivation of secret key elements. When an anomaly is observed in any system, then it has to be detected at the starting stage itself and it has to be solved. Detecting an attack early on pays off since further damage is avoided and in some cases, resilient recovery could be adopted. This is especially important for embedded systems deployed in critical infrastructures such as Power Grids etc. where a timely intervention could save catastrophes. Till now



The feasibility of implementation of fault injection attacking mechanisms depends on the type of embedded system considered. Most of the methods suggested by various authors for attacking embedded systems are based on specific embedded systems. The authors have not provided for multiple samples of data that are to be collected from the embedded systems. Few numbers of samples do not provide accurate results and it is difficult to attack using such minimum number of measurements. Several fault injection methods have been proposed which include, Variations in supply voltage [1], Variations in the external clock [5], injecting White Light [3], Injecting Laser Light [3], Injecting X rays [6], Creating Glitches [2], and Fault injection by radioactive particles [6]. Electronic chips are now packaged to counter most of the attacks except for injecting fault through effective Variations in supply voltage. Some of the embedded systems are designed to tolerate the variations in supply voltage. However there are some supply voltage conditions at which the ES system can break. It is necessary to find the supply conditions at which the system shall break. It has been proved in the literature that a system will break when a latch-up gets created due to variations in supply voltage of certain magnitudes. Latch-up is a mechanism existing potentially in any CMOS structure which results from the triggering of a parasitic thyristor. This process includes developing a low resistance path and a high current between power and ground. If current is not limited, irreversible damage to the components shall be caused. Latch up is a state where a semiconductor device undergoes a high-current state as a result of interaction between a PNP and an NPN bipolar transistor. In CMOS technology, these are parasitic devices. For each p-channel and n-channel MOSFET (metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistor) (NMOS) device, there is a corresponding parasitic PNP element formed between the p-channel diffusion, the n-well and the substrate. For each inverter gate, there are corresponding PNP and NPN parasitic bipolar elements. Fig. 1.1 shows an example of a cross section of a CMOS inverter circuit. VSS
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When interaction occurs between a PNP and an NPN bipolar transistor, regenerative feedback between the two transistors can lead to electrical instability. This interaction between a three-region PNP and a three-region NPN that share, base and collector regions can be viewed as a fourregion PNPN device. As a result of the feedback between the two transistors, there exist stable and unstable regions in the I– V characteristic. The I–V characteristic is an S-type I–V characteristic with both a low current/ high-voltage state and a high-current/low-voltage state (Fig. 1.2).
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this is done using software based solutions. But software based solutions cannot monitor program behavior at a very fine level of granularity, thus leaving potential security holes. So, in [5] a hardware-based approach was proposed to verify program execution paths of target applications dynamically and to detect anomalous executions.
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Figure 1.2 The latch up I–V characteristic



In an S-type I–V characteristic, there are multiple current states for a given voltage level; the state it chooses is a function of the circuit load line. It is ‘off’ in normal operation and can be triggered ‘on’ in a high current state. In this state, it establishes a high current at a low-voltage, allowing a low impedance shunt. When the two transistors are coupled, the combined device acts as a four-region device of alternating Pand N-doped regions with three physical P-N metallurgical junctions, forming a PNPN structure. This conducting path between the elements allows a high current to pass through it leading to the short circuit condition. This condition results in the damage of the chip or even loss of the sensitive information. Latch effects are to be controlled which requires knowledge of the supply voltages at which the Latch up gets created. In this paper, an experimental setup is discussed using which the supply voltage levels are determined at which the LATCH UP gets created. The experimental setup is used to attack embedded systems that monitors and controls the Temperatures within Nuclear Reactor System (TMCNRS). The attacking system is tested through simulation and the simulation results are published in this paper. II. SAFETY CRITICAL SYSTEM
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Figure 1.1. A cross section of a CMOS inverter structure in a CMOS technology



An embedded system has been developed for monitoring and controlling of temperatures within Nuclear Reactors (TMCNRS). Fig 2.1 shows the hardware layout of the TMCNRS. The security for this system is built around a



Crypto server which encrypts the data read from a smart card reader and the access code entered through a Key Board. The crypto server communicates the encrypted code to a remote host where it is decrypted and a validation of the same is carried. The acknowledgement from the HOST intern will enable the resetting of the TMCNRS. Key 1
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Fig 3.1 Hardware Architecture for Attacking System
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Fig 2.1 Hardware layout of TMCNRS



The main security issue is to preserve the information related to Input Data, Key used for encryption, output data and the encryption algorithm used by the Crypto server for undertaking the encryption. Essentially it is the crypto server which will be attacked to reveal the secret information. The normal operation of crypto server if affected will make the security of the system completely folded. In this paper normal operation of the crypto server could be effected trough finding the supply voltage levels which create a latch up within the crypto server there by disrupting the normal operation of the TMCNRS. III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP Reliability and consistency are the issues to be supported for proving the attacking system. Many trails of experimentation and the logging of Historical data are needed. Historical data can be queried or statistical analysis is carried for actually attacking an embedded system. Fig 3.1 shows the Architectural design for constructing and developing an experimental setup using which the consistency of the experimental setup can be proved.



Fig 3.1 shows the hardware architecture for fault injection attacking system. Reset pin of the crypto server is set. The prompt to enter the pin number and to swipe the smart card is displayed on the LCD. Then the smart card is swiped on to the smart card reader which is one of the authentication mechanisms provided to the TMCNRS. A valid password is entered through the key board interface. The entered data is encrypted in the crypto server and is sent to the host for the validation. The encrypted data is written on to the LCD. Host decrypts the data and compares with the reference data. The HOST sends the validity of the access to crypto server and the crypto server shall initiate a reset signal to start the operation of TMCNRS. Attacking mechanism considered here involves the introduction of an additional power supply source in parallel with the existing power supply supplying power to the crypto server. Thus we vary the value of supplied voltage to the crypto server which results in latch up effect. Latch up effect leads to the formation of parasitic thyristor in the CMOS structure which results in the establishment of large value of current between the power supply and the ground and result in the damage of the chip or even loss of the sensitive information. Due to latch up effect encrypted output of the crypto server changes which can be seen on the LCD.



Several experiments are conducted using the experimental setup. The input data and out data from the experimental setup are Tabulated and are shown at Table 3.1. From the table it can be seen that the Latch up effect is only active at some sporadic voltage levels. Higher levels of Voltage or lower levels of voltage input does not necessarily mean the cause for the Latch effect. It is important to find the levels of input supply at which the Latch up can be created. The regulated power supply will be helpful to feed the supply at the required voltages at which the Latch up effect shall be created. IV. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS Multisim software is used to simulate the attacking mechanism described in section 3.0. The crypto server is loaded with the RSA Algorithm and the code required for capturing the inputs and producing the output on an LCD device. As a part of simulation the inputs (Smart Code, PIN Number, Power Supply, KEY, Encryption Algorithm) are read into crypto server through Text Box based GUI interfaces. The output to be written on to a LCD is also simulated and displayed as Text Box. Under normal conditions, the encrypted output is given to the LCD simulated component. When power supply is varied, abnormal condition namely latch up may arise and simulated LCD output differs from the expected output. The simulation results after having tested through simulation model are shown in the Table 4.1.From the table, it could be seen that change in power supply will produce erratic output results which are displayed on the LCD.



V. CONCLUSION An experimental setup is absolutely necessary to prove the effectiveness of attacking system as several of experiments are to be conducted to arrive at voltages at which the Latch up effect shall get created. Tabulation of experimental results shall help in understanding the behavior of an attacking system. In this paper, an experimental setup has been presented that uses the attacking through the variation of supply voltages. The actual attacking of the embedded system has also been presented through the usage of specific voltages at which the Latch will be created. The experimental setup is simulated using the multisim software and results are tabulated proving consistency of the attacking mechanism. REFERENCES [1]
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TABLE 3.1. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR ATTACKING SYSTEM



Trail Number Regulated Power Supply in Volts



Smart Card Number



PIN Number



LCD Output



Latch up Effect Y/N
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TABLE 4.1. SIMULATION RESULTS AFTER FAULT INJECTION ATTACK Serial Key No. Value



Input data (Smart card number)



PIN Algorithm number



Power Supply



Expected LCD Output



Actual LCD Output



1



126



987654321234568



9876



RSA



+5V



8765432134567896789



8765432134567896789



2



123



987654321234568
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RSA



+6V
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8765567896432134789
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7 8
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